Latham’s strong, sturdy thermoplastic in-wall step adds functional beauty to your pool. Our unique brace system creates a stable, solid step. The thermoplastic surface will never delaminate, splinter, corrode, or puncture.

Our wide variety of steps provide you with many choices for steps to enter your pool, built-in lounges, and even a sunledge for a comfortable place to gather.

### Strength and Beauty

Latham’s strong, sturdy thermoplastic in-wall step adds functional beauty to your pool. Our unique brace system creates a stable, solid step. The thermoplastic surface will never delaminate, splinter, corrode, or puncture.

Our wide variety of steps provide you with many choices for steps to enter your pool, built-in lounges, and even a sunledge for a comfortable place to gather.

### Features of Our Thermoplastic Steps

1. Standard Latham Steps are molded from a solid sheet of coextruded Luran®S with an ABS substrate from BASF resulting in a strong, one-piece design, that will never delaminate, splinter, corrode, or puncture.  
2. Raised, slip-resistant tread pattern allows for safe and easy pool entry and exit.  
3. The high-impact strength and flexibility of weatherable polymers enables Latham Steps to withstand the stress of frost and back fill saturation far better than other materials.

### Total Encapsulated Support System

Latham Thermoplastic Steps utilize the patented TES Support System for optimum tread support and strength.

- All 6’ and 8’ models come standard with recessed jet locations.
- All models come standard with pre-punched gasket holes for easy alignment.
- One-piece molded structural grid system supports the entire tread surface and prevents material fatigue.
- Modular bracing allows for optional deck support.
8' Sunledge
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6' Swim 'N Lounge
Available in Standard and Cantilever

8' Step 'N Lounge Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

Gathering Places

10' Roman Straight
Available in Standard and Cantilever

8’ Four-Tread Straight Sit ‘N Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever
STRAIGHT AND RADIUS MODELS

8’ Roman Curved Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6' Roman Straight
Available in Standard and Cantilever

8’ Steps

Corner Steps

90° Corner Step
Available in Cantilever Only

2’ Radius Inside Corner
Available in Standard and Cantilever

10’ Step

10’ Roman End Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6’ Roman Curved Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

Ladder

6’ Four-Tread French Curve Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

2’ In-Wall Ladder
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6’ Steps

2’ In-Wall Ladder
Available in Cantilever Only

6’ Steps

10’ Four-Tread Straight Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

90º Corner Step
Available in Cantilever Only

THERMOPLASTIC STEP COLLECTION

THERMOPLASTIC STEP COLLECTION

Coordinated Colors!
All steps and spas are available in:

- WHITE
- BLUE GRANITE
- GREY GRANITE

6’ Four-Tread Straight Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6’ Steps

6’ Four-Tread French Curve Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever

6’ Four-Tread French Curve Step
Available in Standard and Cantilever